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p>You are submitting a request to be directed towards one of our third party lenders. In
order to offer you a loan, the third party lenders need your consent to use and accept
electronic signatures, records, legal disclosures, notices, and other communications ('EConsent'). GazelleLoans.com makes no representations as to what, if any,

communications you may receive from your lender.,Your E-Consent for our lenderpairing service and for our third party lendersâ€™ consideration of your pairing request
cannot be withdrawn as it is a one-time transaction.
Its legal effectiveness, validity, and enforceability will not be affected if you choose to
withdraw this E-Consent. Upon being paired with one or more third party lenders, you
may withdraw your E-Consent with any of those third party lenders at any time, and at no
charge to you. Please note, if you withdraw your E-Consent prior to receiving a loan, you
may be prevented from obtaining a loan from the lender.,Disclaimer: We are a marketing
agency and not involved in the lending process. We are NOT A LENDER, BROKER or
AGENT OF ANY LENDER, OR FINANCIAL ADVISOR. We do not make loan or
credit decisions and we do not implicitly or explicitly endorse any lender. When you
register your information on our Website, we provide that information to networks of
lenders and some direct lenders only.
You are not providing an application. Only a lender can take an application from you and
make representations regarding their loans.,Every lender has its own APR, renewal
policy, payment and other terms of the loan which may differ between lenders. You
should review your lender's documents for further information before signing the loan
agreement. If you make late payments or do not make payment, this will result in
additional fees and/or collection activities.
alliance payday loans
Be sure to review the loan agreement for further information before signing. We do not
represent the entirety of lenders available and there is no requirement for you to agree
with any terms that are not right for you. Please borrow responsibly as short term loans
are meant only for short term needs.,Not all lenders can provide the same amounts for
loans. Cash transfer times may vary between lenders. In some circumstances faxing may
be required.
In all circumstances, the lender will verify your information through a credit agency.
Again, there is no guarantee that you will be approved for a loan or that the terms of the
loan will be right for you. By using the website or services, you represent and warrant
that you are at least 18 years old, a resident of the United States.,Home How It Works
FAQ Get Started Close Home How It Works FAQ Get Started GazelleLoans.com
Consent for Electronic Signatures, Records, and Disclosures (â€œE-Consentâ€) You
are submitting a request to be directed towards one of our third party lenders. In order to
offer you a loan, the third party lenders need your consent to use and accept electronic
signatures, records, legal disclosures, notices, and other communications ('E-Consent').
GazelleLoans.com makes no representations as to what, if any, communications you may
receive from your lender.
This serves as notice of your rights when receiving disclosures, notices, and other
information. By consenting to this form and submitting your information, you
acknowledge that you received this E-Consent and that you consent to conduct
transactions using electronic signatures, disclosures, records, and contract documents

('Disclosures'). Option for Paper or Non-Electronic Records / Disclosures You may
request any disclosures in paper copy by contacting your third party lender directly.
Your lender may provide paper copies to you by request. Some may require a charge for
these copies, and some may not. All Disclosures will be retained by lenders as applicable
laws require. Scope of E-Consent This E-Consent includes and applies to all interactions
electronically concerning you and the third party lender, including interactions through
any mobile device, including phones, smart phones, and tablets. Through this E-Consent,
the third party lender may process your personal information and interact with you
exclusively electronically. The lender may also send you electronic notices related to
such interactions or transactions.
Disclosures may be provided online at websites, or via e-mail, by third party lenders.
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